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What is the difference between the 22r and 22re Truck Forum
November 12th, 2018 - The 20R 2200cc 22R 2400cc engines were the most
popular US Toyota engines For 20 years 1975 to 1995 these motors served as
U S Toyota s dependable workhorse engine These engines powered the popular
Celicas until 1985 and the unbreakable Pick up models used these engines
until 1995 in commercial models
Differences Between a 22RE amp a 22REC Engine It Still Runs
November 2nd, 2018 - The Toyota 22RE and 22REC four cylinder engines
produced from 1982 through 1995 were almost identical The difference
between the two engines is that the 22REC complied with California
emissions equipment standards that consist mainly of additional vacuum
hoses and valves to regulate emissions
Differences of a 20R 22R and 22RE IH8MUD Forum
November 13th, 2018 - Differences of a 20R 22R and 22RE Discussion in 95
older Toyota Truck Tech started by Mekanecman May 7 2013
What are the differences between a 22R and a 22RE engine
November 12th, 2018 - Best Answer 20R 22R uses a carb and a carbed intake
while the E would indicate a fuel injected engine introduced in the 83
model year This engine changed in 85 by using a taller block so really
there are two types of RE engines but both share the fact that they are
injected
22RE 22R differences Expedition Portal
November 5th, 2018 - There is a difference between 22R blocks Toyota
changed the deck height in 8 84 so 81 84 22R blocks and heads are
different than 85 95 The late 22R block is 0 190 shorter than the early
blocks So if you put the head from a late on an early you ll get valve
interference

What s the difference if any between a Toyota 22r and
November 11th, 2018 - Best Answer Yes they are right about the difference
a 22R or 20R is the carbureted version while the 22RE or REC is fuel
injected There is also the 22RETC which is the fuel injected turbo version
And as long you you take care of your engine regular maintenance and
donÊ»t abuse it it will last forever
What s the difference between 22R and 22RE
bc4x4 com
November 5th, 2018 - there is a major difference between the 22r and 22re
head the 22r uses a large chamber combustion chamber whereas the 22re uses
a smaller one The exhaust ports on a 22re head are pear shaped and the 22r
are cirlces hope this helps
how to tell difference between 22r 22re TTORA Forum
November 12th, 2018 - All 22r and 22re oil filters are the same 22ret oil
filters differ That is to the best of my knowledge the major differences
in the engine department and yes I have an 83 truck that has an 85 engine
with carb and an 85 4runner with a 22re so I have compared the two quite a
bit
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